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Moore says aquatic center 
second to fine arts building 
By D«n G»rf Icld 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The need for a new campus fine arts 
building has top priority over a 
physical education center. University 
President Hollis \ Moore Jr., said 
yesterday. 
Over the past few years, the fine arts 
department has asked that a new 
building be constructed combining all 
phases of the arts Twice a plan for the 
building has been turned down by the 
state,  but  Dr   Moore said  it  ranks 
higher than the need for a new physical 
education facility. 
"THE STATE DOESN'T finance 
sports facilities like the Ice Arena, 
Memorial I Anderson Arena I or the 
Stadium," he said. "We would have to 
get the state to issue bonds or resort to 
some other means of getting the 
money " 
He added that the students could 
fund the center since there is 
"absolutely no way possible to raise 
the general fee " Another possibility 
Dr Moore offered was that after the 
next bienmum, if the I'niversity had 
extra funds it could use Ihem for 
starting an athletic center 
"If the administrations at BG and 
Miami had extra dollars, and if 70-80 
per cent of the students agreed to pay. 
say f 10 a quarter more, we are sure the 
legislature would be willing to give 
extra money to make up the 
difference 
"We have a very capable staff here 
of getting funds If we had two or three 
big gifts, we're sure the legislature 
Newspaper editor missing 
Accounting homework bocomot easier for Frank Sutherland, 
junior (B.A.), thanks to an electronic calculator that students 
admit may bo a crutch as well as a tool. See story on page six. 
(Photo courtesy of Mows Service) 
ATLANTA. lAPl - Federal agents 
combed the office of Reg Murphy 
yesterday seeking some lead to the 
newspaper editor's mysterious 
disappearance. A telephone caller 
said Murphy had been kidnaped by the 
"Revolutionary Army." 
Murphy, editor of the Atlanta Consti- 
tution, left his home with a stranger 
Wednesday night About two hours 
later, a series of three telephone calls 
to the paper, a television station and 
Murphy's home said the editor was the 
captive of the previously unheard-of 
group 
"We're simply waiting," said 
William H Fields, executive editor of 
the Constitution and Atlanta Journal 
"We would like lo hear from them We 
would like Keg back safe and 
unharmed..." 
AT THE Journal-Constitution 
building, nonemployees were 
prohibited from entering and FBI 
agents checked waste baskets, 
drawers and memo pads in an effort to 
find out more about Murphy's actions 
the night he disappeared 
In Washington, the FBI would say 
5 groups seek general fee money 
The Committee in Support of the 
United Farm Workers (UFWi last 
night asked the Advisory Committee 
on General Fee Allocations for $4,685 
for 1974-75 
The money would be used to 
familiarize University students with 
the plight of farm workers, according 
to Jay Fisher, senior (A4S) and co- 
chairman of the committee 
It received no funds last year. 
FISHER SAID he thinks the 
University should provide money to 
"put it on record as supporting the 
farm workers' plight " 
The largest projected expenditure - 
$1.900--in the proposed budget would be 
used to sponsor outside speakers and 
possibly Cesar Chavez. Fisher said 
He said the committee has found 
strong support for the UFW among 
University students, and that about 
2,000 students had signed a petition of 
support for the union 
Asked by an advisory committee 
member if the University should be 
supporting political causes. Fisher said 
the I'FW committee is not asking for 
support but for a realization by the 
University that students should be 
"involved in the world" as well as 
academics 
"THE UNIVERSITY should fund 
programs that bring in ideas of social 
change." he said 
Men's Intramural Sports asked last 
night for an increase of $500 for 1974-75. 
bringing the total requested in that 
area to $8.000 
Maurice Sandy, director of men's 
intramurals. said about 9.100 students 
participate each year in the 35 
activities his office sponsors. 
He added that, for the amount 
students pay for intramural programs 
through general fees, "they are getting 
one heck of a break.'   in that each 
participant pays less than one dollar 
per year for the programs. 
Sandy said hockey participants are 
receiving large savings because they 
are provided with free ice time rather 
than having to pay. as is the case at 
many other universities 
SANDY SAID some of the additional 
money requested will be used to 
replace intramural hockey equipment, 
which he said "is in pretty bad shape " 
The Office of Student Activities and 
Organizations submitted a request for 
an additional $5,039 for the upcoming 
year, bringing the total requested to 
127.839 
Richard Lenhart, coordinator of 
Student Activities and Organizations, 
said the largest increase is for the 
Volunteers in Progres (VIP) program, 
which is requesting an additional 
(5.039. 
VIP,   which  provides  a   way   for 
students to volunteer their services to 
the community, needs money for added 
transportation costs. publications 
expenses and office supplies, according 
to program director Jan Monks, senior 
(Ed.i 
Lenhart said Student Activities does 
not make a profit and that all 
generated profit is channeled back into 
the budget 
Lenhart also presented the budget 
request for Cultural Activities, which 
is requesting an increase of $3,000 for 
1974-75. bringing the total requested to 
$15,000. 
LENHART SAID the additional 
money would be used to provide 
additional presentations this year by 
noted artists, musicians and theatre 
groups. 
The Graduate Student Senate 
presented a budget calling for no 
additional funds. Its current budget is 
$2,000 
only that it was looking into the case 
"in connection with our jurisdiction 
under the federal kidnapping 
statutes " The mayor of Atlanta said, 
however, that the FBI had taken 
charge 
Murphy, 40, an advocate of civil 
rights and outspoken observer of the 
political scene, had been looking 
forward to spending the night at home 
when he left the office, his secretary 
recalled yesterday 
But once home, he received a phone 
call from someone who said he wanted 
to talk about a news story. Mrs 
Murphy said Associates said it was not 
uncommon for him to receive such 
calls 
He left the house with the man 
around 7:30. 
Two hours after his departure, the 
first of three phone calls was received, 
this one by the newspaper Fields said 
the caller told Managing Editor Jim 
Minter that "Murphy had been 
kidnaped by the Revolutionary 
Army ' 
A FEW minutes later. Doug 
Dougherty of station WAGA said a 
caller told him "We have Reg 
Murphy, editor of The Constitution, 
and don't bother to call the FBI. It 
won't help " 
"What are you going to do with 
him?'' Dougherty said he asked There 
was silence for five seconds Then the 
phone went dead 
The third call went to Virginia 
Murphy. Fields said she was told, if 
you want to know about your husband, 
call Jim Minter." 
Mrs. Murphy spent yesterday by the 
telephone awaiting further word. "I 
am not sure what to do." she said i 
am waiting now for some kind of 
contact." 
would be willing to give us the extra 
money to make up the difference." he 
explained 
But Dr Moore said a new 
natatorium is needed here 
"We need an aquatics center very, 
very badly here." Dr Moore said 
"But the state money for buildings is 
going to the city campuses who need 
help-not Ohio. Miami. Kent and 
Bowling Green Universities " 
DR. MOORE SAID funding for 
Toledo University's new Centennial 
Hall is going well 
"Toledo has two things going for it," 
he said "They have industry there and 
they have been around Not wanting to 
take anything away from Centennial 
Hall, but I believe the people there 
think of the building as a community 
project, and some would like to see it 
built downtown, and not on Bancroft 
Street ' 
Dr. Sam Cooper. Physical Education 
director, said that an aquatics center 
as the core of the HPE Center was of 
top concern and priority However. Dr 
Moore ranks that priority second, with 
a physical sciences building next in 
line, followed by an international 
languages building 
THE UNIVERSITY is on a holding 
position at its present enrollment, Dr 
Moore said "A few years ago they 
made the decision to stick with 15.000 
students rather than expanding to 
30.000. eliminating the problems which 
go with large universities But this 
neglected the fact that many buildings 
couldn't be built." he added 
if we could get someone to donate a 
few million dollars we'd be all set." he 
said 
Fry, Connolly 
here today 
State  Rep   Charles Fry  iR-75) 
from Springfield,  will speak with 
interested persons at 5 p.m. today in jj 
115 Education Bldg 
A candidate for the Republican 
nomination for governor, Fry was 
former speaker pro tern of the Ohio 
House, former FBI agent and a 
graduate of Ohio State University 
A press conference with former 
Texas Governor and U.S. Secretary 
of the Treasury John Connally still 
is scheduled at 4 45 in the Browsing 
Room (second floor I, Union. 
Connally will speak with 
interested persons in 115 Education 
Bldg immediately following the 
press conference. 
3 seek representative to Trustees post 
By Marcia Shaner 
Staff Reporter 
Three students are campaigning for 
the position of student representative 
to the Board of Trustees in the Student 
Body Organization (SBO) elections 
Feb 27 
Gene Krebs. junior (A&S). running 
on the Oligarchy party ticket, laid he 
feels students must be well 
represented on the Board of Trustees. 
"One group of people who have 
tremendous influence in running the 
University are the Board of Trustees 
and it is very important to have their 
ear." Krebs said 
He said students should be well 
represented on the Board because it 
has the power to control allocated 
monies. 
"IT IS IMPORTANT to speak out 
often and informatively on matters 
that are important to students and tell 
the Board of Trustees what students 
really think." he said. 
"My paramount concern is getting 
the   representative   power   to   vote, 
Weather 
Today occasional rain changing 
to saow by afteraeoB. wledy aad 
colder with a chaace of saow 
Harries tonight. Lows to the Ml. 
Tomorrow cleariag aad cold. 
Highs la the He Probability of 
precipitation M per ceat today ad 
Je per cent toliht. 
which he does not have now Until this 
happens, the representative can only 
influence and cannot help decide 
issues," Krebs said. 
He said. "Not enough has been done 
to give the students this power over 
their affairs. The representative can 
talk, but without the power to vote his 
hands are tied." 
Krebs said pressure must be placed 
on the state legislature to obtain the 
voting right. 
"THE STUDENT representative to 
the Board of Trustees should* be able to 
vote on all matters that pertain to 
student welfare and in all practicality 
this involves everything the Board 
does," Krebs said. 
"Too often SBO officers concern 
themselves with getting minor and 
redundant things done A thing of 
redundancy would be more effectively 
handled by the committee for 
redundancy committee." Krebs said 
He is a member of the Student 
Arbitration Board and served on the 
committee to determine Offenhauer 
co-ed status. He is also a member of 
Beta Beta Beta, biology honorary and 
captain of the fencing team. 
Gerald MacBride. junior (B.A.), Is 
running on the Students for a Better 
Government (SBG) ticket. 
MacBride said. "The country club, 
playboy attitude of SBO officers of "— 
past has left students with no real 
voice to speak of their needs and left 
them with no ears to hear their 
legitimate complaints." 
He said some of these complaints 
Include food services. Campus Safety 
and living quarters. 
'WE STILL see rocketing cafeteria 
prices while the purchasing power of 
our meal coupon booklet decreases in 
value," MacBride said. 
He said he is concerned with 
increasing campus lighting "to 
increase the security of those with 
night classes, particularly women." 
He said other issues needing 
attention are over-crowding in the 
dormitories, the need for fire 
extinquishers in off-campus residences 
and an investigation of rent charging 
procedures. 
"For the past years student body 
officers have had several real 
shortcomings. They have been, for the 
most part, officers with short records 
of struggle who have shiiked their 
responsibilities to criticize University 
policies which have proven to be 
detrimental to the needs of student 
body," MacBride said. 
"Looking over the years reveals SBO 
officers who are invisible, issueless, 
and voiceless. We, the student body, 
have during this time also been 
invisible, issueless and voiceless. This 
must cease by appointing competent 
and qualified officers." he said. 
He added that he wants to inform 
students of Board activities through a 
weekly column in the News. 
MacBride is a member of the 
Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocations and is ombudsman of the 
student development program. He is a 
member of Phi Beta Sigma. 
Mike Wilcox. junior (B.A.), running 
on the Student Services Ticket iSST), 
said students lack an understanding of 
OamKfwfcs 
the position and are unaware of what 
the student representative does. 
WILCOX SAID he wants to create a 
trustees committee to "pool 
independents, greeks, commuters, 
minorities and other factions of the 
University community to gain many 
points of view." 
"We need added imput," he said. 
Wilcox said he wants to work with 
the recreation committee. "I think the 
proposal for the new recreation pool 
should be one of the top priorities of the 
committee," he said. 
He added that he wants to continue- 
"Trustees Day" and also initiate a 
"Meet the Trustees"  night in the fall. 
"Students don't realize how 
receptive the trustees are," he said i 
would like to begin a monthly 
newsletter to the trustees to let them 
know what is going on with the 
students--in inform them on all issues. 
not just major ones." Wilcox 
explained 
He said he feels the commuter 
students are being neglected and need 
special attention. "There are over 
7.000 commuter students. They don't 
get the same treatment the other kids 
on campus do," he said 
Wilcox said he wants to establish 
special officer hours in the Commuter 
Center so students can express their 
opinions. 
HE SAID the student repre- 
sentative's position is one of the most 
important SBO offices. 
I want to encourage other state 
institutions to initiate this position on 
the Board. Only four other universities 
in Ohio have such a post. 
"With more universities we can have 
more bargaining power There is 
strength in numbers and we just don't 
have the numbers now," Wilcox said. 
He is assistant to the representative 
of the Board, member of the Student 
public services committee and was a 
member of lait year's Budget 
Subcouncil He is a member of Phi 
Delta Theta and Intrafraternity 
Council. 
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eDIT8RiaLS the legend of malcolm x 
new aquatic center; 
you must be kidding! 
This University needs a new $7 million acquatic   center like it needs a 
ski lift. 
Dr. Sam Cooper, director of Health and Physical Education, said we 
need a place "where the students can go and do, not go and watch," in 
reference to the new physical education center first proposed in 1959. 
The idea is nothing more than a pipedream and a ploy to channel even 
more money into an already stuffed athletic budget. 
The athletic center resembles the complex which students financed at 
the University of Tennessee Dr. Cooper called it the "Cadillac of the 
University-three pools, big administration facilities, locker room and 
filter room." 
But why push for a Cadillac when we can hardly afford a Volkswagon? 
Even more hideous is the center's proposed location on University 
property-off the 1-75 exit. The location is convenient for persons coming 
to Bowling Green from Toledo via 1-75, but students who must walk to 
academic buildings may as well forget abouh accessibility. 
Before the idea can be pursued further, either toward its 
consummation or demis, Dr. Cooper said these questions must be asked: 
-Is such an idea compatible with the University's future interests? 
-Are there legal deterrents to the accomplishment of such a venture 
from the University's position? 
-Are there knowledgeable persons in authority at the University who 
can become involved in the continued exploration of this idea with others 
who would have such an interest and authority from the city or county's 
position? 
Administrators, faculty members and students who are concerned with 
priorities on this campus must let themselves be heard, even if this 
proposal doesn't get off the ground. 
Dr. Cooper said money for the center is a drawback but might come 
from a private source. But is it justified in light of controversy 
priorities? 
Again, we're faced with the academics vs. athletics syndrome. And 
discussion will not cease until money and interests are channeled into top 
priorities such as better research facilities and newer classrooms. 
The need for a new campus fine arts building has top priority over the 
center, University President Hollis A. Moore Jr said. 
We hope this ends further discussion on the proposal, even if someone 
DOES donate several million dollars. 
Seven million dollars won't buy knowledge. But it can buy means 
through which knowledge can be attained for the good of ALL students 
James E. Williamson 
Pkl Beta Sigma   Fraternity 
Gneit Student Coiumalit 
They called him Malcolm Little, 
Detroit Red. Malcom X and El Hajj 
Malik Shabazz, all of which are labels 
to the evolutionary nature of a man, a 
black man. decolonized by his rebirth 
in the prison systems of America 
where he was reborn through the faith 
of the Black Muslim religion. 
Malcolm's rebirth was a spiritual 
one and in the degradation of his 
colonial slum life; an ex-dope pusher, 
ex-pimp, ex-negro, ex-Black Muslim 
and finally. El Hajj Malik Shabazz. he 
had died, shedding half-truths, myths 
and stereotypes. 
DESPITE THE fact that on Feb. 21. 
1965. in the Audubon Ballroom of New 
York where he was physically 
assassinated. Malcom had died long 
before bullets tore into his earthly 
body 
Malcom was a spirit and the 
chemical metabolic compositions of 
buckshots and bullets, could not alter' 
the course of his soul or spirit. He was 
at that point an omnipotent spirit of 
defiance. 
Here was an articulate social- 
scientist who tasted and tested the 
products of the American 
mainstream: a sweet, thirst-quenching 
poison, and began to analyze the flow 
of the American mainstream: the 
protestant ethic and the myth of the 
melting pot theory. 
To many Malcolm was a crazy 
nigger and I say that if it pays to be 
crazy, especially a crazy nigger, who 
refuses the cloak of neo-colonialism; 
integrated University myths, 
blaxploitation movies, inner city 
manipulation and control by absentee 
white anglo-saxon protestants 
MALCOLM WAS an artist whose 
creativity arose out of the stench of 
racism and the pungent odor of a 
capitalist oppressive, number one 
nation in the world. His art of 
oratorical approach can be labeled as 
the rhetoric of defiance 
This defiance calls to mind a poem 
by Claude McKay: 
"If we must die, let it be like hogs 
Hunted and penned in an unglorious 
spot 
While around us bark the mad and 
hungry dogs 
Making their mock at our accursed 
lot 
U we must die. 0 let us nobly die. " 
Bro. Claude McKay was a poet of the 
Harlem Renaissance as were many 
others at the time of Malcolm's 
evolutionary processes of change, 
Harlem held the conducive atmosphere 
for conscientious vibrations of pride 
and dignity. 
EVEN THOUGH, the impact of the 
Harlem Renaissance days had by- 
passed Malcolm, the poetic quality of 
Claude McKay and Langston Hughes 
remained an inspiring militant 
aesthetic for social thought and 
protest. 
Mcolm more than likely, shared 
much of the thoughts of WE. Dubois, 
whom he attempted or did visit in his 
pilgrimage to Mecca and Africa. 
The improvisational style of 
Malcolm gave him an air equal to that 
of any baptist minister's preaching 
style. Malcolm appeared to the 
intellect, conscience and emotions 
He was not a man who dealt in half- 
truths or half-stepping. His linguim. 
vocabulary   and   comprehension,   all 
'WE JUST GOT A MESSAGE FROM THE TAXPAYERS — FROM NOW ON YOU CAN CARRY 
YOUR OWN *******  GOLF CLUBS!' 
self-devoted skills, jangled the nerves 
of the oppressors. 
MALCOLM? El Hajj Malik Shabazz 
was a soldier ready for war, a 
conscious-raising war. He was an 
innovator. He knew bow to play the 
semantic word games of so-called 
white intellectual, social scientist, 
news media with their moralistic 
ventures and journalistic styles and the 
moderate negroes who bore the 
American seal of patriotism, blind of 
the inadequacies because of their 
bourgeoisie mobility. 
Malcolm? El Hajj Malik Shabazz 
was not a saint nor a messiah; he was a 
man'black man/prophet. We do not 
deify him because there are many 
more prospeitive Malcolms walking 
and stalking America today and to 
those hung up on wearing crosses 
around your necks, try putting 
Malcolm on for size. Was not he and 
Jesus Christ brothers? 
Jesus was an Arab. He spoke 
Hebrew-Aramic language. In 
remembering Malcolm. I say it is time 
to not only suspend the drunken dope 
jazz, but also time we began a constant 
analystical re-evaluation of our 
Christianity 
ALL ARE part of the key to the locks 
holding many of us steadfast to our 
colonial experiences. Only masochists 
enjoy the pleasure of pain. 
We are suffering today but our 
novocain is not the non-violent Civil 
Rights movement, but escapism into 
the world of drugs and compulsatory 
acts l reactionary). 
Dope has never liberated anyone 
except from the cradle and speedily to 
the grave. It (dope), like religion can 
be the opiate hindering us from 
overturning our colonial bond 
El Hajj Malik Shabazz came to grasp 
with himself and his life He refused to 
die in oblivion, strung out on dope in 
the American nightmare When he 
awoke and was reborn, he began the 
pilgrimage of his spiritual rebirth. 
HE HAD DIED out of his past but 
had not forgot it He freed himself 
somewhat before he died He did not go 
to the grave a slave 
He arose from the grave as Christ 
did and those who are . about de- 
programming and decolonizing 
themselves will realize you cannot by- 
pass Malcolm El Hajj Malik Shabazz. 
if you are about your liberation...A 
Salaam Alaikum . Sifa ote ndada mut 
Malcolm weusi. Horambee for I'huru 
Na Moja. 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The BG News. 108 
University Hall 
mocbpjde's positions outlined 
By Gerald MacBride 
Students for Better Government Party 
Guest Student Columnist 
I Editor's note: MacBride is running 
for the position of student 
representative to the Board of 
Trustees In the upcoming election. 
My name is Gerald MacBride I am 
what 1 am and that is a black man 
I am not a token TOM. nor am I a 
militant who is running for Student 
Body Representative iSBGl, who is 
trying to establish his credibility and 
clarify his intentions within Bowling 
Green State University's white 
political structure. That's who I am 
FOR THE past years Student Body 
Officers have had several, real 
shortcomings They have been, for the 
freddy falcon responds 
By Freddy Falcon 
Guest Columnist 
As I crawled from my perch high 
atop the ski hill yesterday morning, 
my girl. Frita Falcon, handed me the 
latest copy of the Bubble Gum News 
I must say that 1 almost lost some 
more feathers when I saw your column 
pertaining to the poster that is to be 
made of me Because you. Mr 
Wasserman. did not take the time to 
research the fact. I guess it's up to me 
to inform the little falcons of what it is 
all about. 
The first thing pertains to the idea 
that you shudder when you think "that 
student officers who dream up ideas 
such as Freddy Falcon poster could 
someday be our elected 
Congressmen." 
TO CLEAR THIS up. if you had 
researched this, the only thing SBO did 
•me BG news 
»n Ind.p.,*.,,! Si.d.m V.„. 
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was to lend Student Activities the funds 
to finance the project. 
SBO DID NOT dream this up-they 
had no idea of the project until the 
Steering Committee meeting was held 
And to conclude with fact number one. 
I'd also like to point out that it will not 
cost the students one cent to continue 
with the project, as some of the money 
that will be raised will definitely be 
paid back to SBO with sincere thanks' 
The second fact that was not 
researched is exactly where is this 
money going to'' Well. I'll tell you. 
It's quite a letdown when 1 must 
inform a lot of orphanages that I don't 
have a picture of myself to give them 
when thev request it 
YOU. MR WASSERMAN. are not 
the one who sees the look in the faces 
of little kids when I'm around them 
I LOVE the little falcons and I can 
safely say they love me1 So. a portion 
of ths money raised will be donated to 
charities because a lot of people in 
Student Activities want to do 
something for these people 
The third fact that you did not 
research is that I doubt very much that 
I can will my worn and torn body to the 
person who follows in my footsteps 
Money is tight and my outfit cost 
over $1,000 new and to either get a new 
one or even to have myself taken to the 
cleaners and reconditioned will require 
a substantial amount of money. 
BECAUSE I climb goalposts and do 
a lot of other crazy things to keep the 
image of my grandads, I feel 
personally    responsible    for    the 
condition of my wings and to ask the 
University to foot the bill for a new one 
is not fair 
So. even though I'm a birdbrain. I 
thought I'd come up with something to 
raise money to help others and to help 
cut expenses on my feathers. NOW. is 
there anyway you can connect me with 
Watergate'' 
I THINK if there is one thing 
students would be tired of. it's not the 
idea of coming up with "ridiculous" 
projects from concerned people, it 
would have to be the fact that most 
newspaper writers, like yourself Mr. 
Wasserman. are inclined to print part 
of the truth and not the whole truth, if 
thoroughly investigated. 
Now doesn't that sound a bit more 
like Watergate0 
Lerrers 
,^.od» fab*! 
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kiri 
jackson scoops 
van home 
A recent column, headlined "henry 
jackson scoops em", would have been 
more appropriately headed "henry 
jackson snows harriet van home 
HARRIET SAYS that Senator 
Jackson "...cares about our cold 
houses and gasless cars", that he 
"...is addressing himself to the 
problem...". 
I say that if Senator Jackson 
"cared" and was "addressing himself 
to the problem" he would have pointed 
his finger in the other direction: 
toward big government and not at the 
oil companies. 
Because the oil companies have 
somehow managed to make a profit 
despite government interference, the 
Senator believes that they must be 
responsible for the shortages. 
OBVIOUSLY HE would prefer that 
the oil companies operate on a deficit 
as the government is prone to do. 
If these companies are to continue to 
supply us oil and other petroleum' 
products they must make a profit. 
More government control will mean 
fewer products and less service to the 
American consumer. 
We need only look at the railroads 
and our pastal "service" for examples 
of what government control does for 
us 
IF THIS isn't clear to you maybe a 
little independent study would be 
constructive "The Law and Cliche s of 
Socialism"  put  out  by Constructive 
i 
Action Incorporated shows what the 
free enterprise system can do if left 
alone, and exposes socialism for what 
it is. a false dream 
Scott Dysinger 
213", First Street 
Findlay. Ohio 
stop light 
I am perplexed by the controversy 
generated by the plight of pedestrians 
at Ridge Street. 
A widely-used and effective method 
is the placement of either "Stop" or 
"Yield to Pedestrian" signs at 
designated crosswalks. 
Do we really need expensive and 
energy-consuming traffic lights? 
Dr. Stephen H. Vessey 
Assistant Professor, 
Biology 
most part, officers with short records 
of struggle who have shirked their 
responsibility to criticize university 
policies which have proven to be 
detrimental to the needs of the student 
body. 
The country club, playboy attitude of 
SBO officers of the past has left 
students with no real voice to speak of 
their needs and left them with no ears 
to hear their legitimate complaints. 
For example, the quality of the 
University's food system has always ' 
been a question. We still see rocketing 
cafeteria prices, while the purchasing 
value of our meal coupon booklet 
decreases in value with polite despair. 
Those students who are living in 
overcrowded quarters and particularly 
those heroic victims who dwell in 
lounges, are you really satisfied with 
no privacy, cramped rooms and a five 
dollar a week payoff to keep quiet and 
to keep your place0 
THERE MUST be some dormitory 
capacity policy. Furthermore, for off- 
campus housing, there must be an 
investigation of rent-charging 
procedures <as well as installation of 
fire extinguishers in off-campus 
apartments l. 
Secondly, campus safety is a joke. 
Turning on the outside lights on 
campus and turning off lights in unused 
rooms would allow for proper lighting 
to increase the security of those with 
night classes, particulary women. 
This gesture need not contradict the 
University's energy policy, but it 
would shed light on the question of 
University materialism vs. student 
welfare. 
THE UNIVERSITY concert policy is 
the third facet We need a concert 
policy which would allow a means to 
find groups that appeal to all students 
at the lowest possible cost. 
There has never been an outdoor 
concert. Other universities have had 
them Why not BG? 
Looking over the years reveals 
student body officers who are invisible, 
issueless. voiceless. This must cease! 
Changes in Bowling Green can occur 
through the development of internal 
contradiction. Thus, the only thing 
standing in opposition to this viewpoint 
is what you see before you. 
The meal coupon issue, inadequate 
housing facilities and the question of 
campus safety are just a tew 
contradictions SBG and I intend to 
resolve, if elected. 
TO CRITICIZE the former student 
government is necessary...but In doing 
so,  we  must take the stand of the 
students and speak out in their behalf 
Mistakes must be pointed out and 
poisonous weeds cropped whenever 
they appear. 
It is up to SBG to organize the 
students to eliminate the contradiction 
in our school system. 
This is also like sweeping the floor: 
as a rule, where the broom does not 
reach, the dust will not vanish off 
itself The students, and the students 
alone, are the motivating forces in 
making a sweeping change- 
revolutionary change. 
To link oneself with the student 
populace, one must act in accordance 
with the needs and wishes of the 
students. All work done for the 
students must start from their needs, 
and not from the desires of any one 
individual, however well intentioned. 
THE STUDENT populace needs a 
certain change but they are not yet 
conscious of the needs, not yet willing 
or determined to carry it out in behalf 
of the student body who have suffered 
in the past with incompetent officers 
representing them 
To conclude, my personal credibility 
may be reflected by my semi-pro- 
fessional background in Journalism. I 
acquired my first internship during my 
sophomore year at the Cincinnati 
Enquirer. 
I have recently completed one entire 
Black history edition for the Cincinnati 
Herald, which was distributed to my 
brothers in the Ohio State Penn. 
February 14.1974. 
IN ADDITION to my ambition to 
become an honest journalistic writer, 
which requires one to understand the 
basic fundamentals of any given 
situation, particularly those of politics 
and human affairs. I have been 
appointed to the advisory committee 
on General Fee Allocation of Bowling 
Green State University. 
There my duties are to allocate 
monies to University organizations I 
am also the student ombudsman of the 
Student Development Program. My 
duties there are to supervise the peer 
counseling staff, who in turn counsel 
over 400 minority students. 
I hope that my honesty concerning 
the SBG platform as well as those 
goals I am pursuing now. have 
indicated to you the sincerity in my bid 
for Student Body Representative to the 
Board of Trustees. 
omission 
In the list of Oligarchy party 
members in the party's column in 
Wednesday's issue one candidates 
name was accidentally left out He is 
Nick Schmit. a candidate for UAO 
director-at-large. 
Students to lobby Capitol Hill Friday. February M, 1974, Tha BO N.wt/Poa. 3 
NSL conference to open 
*V- 
'IF ' 
ByLlsBokfcttt 
WASHINGTON Students 
vokci will be beard much 
loader on Capitol Hill with 
tomorrow's opening of the 
third annual National Stu- 
dent Lobby (NSL l con- 
ference. 
The    conference,    which 
will run until Wednesday, 
will deal with topics such as 
higher tuition fees, the 
energy crisis and more 
financial aid for students. 
Arthur Rodbell. NSL 
executive director, said yes- 
terday six Congressmen will 
be main speakers at the 
conference 
University gifts equal $278,400 
Gifts from corporations, foundations and individual 
donors given to the University from July to December. 1973. 
amounted to J278.4O0 according to a report released last 
week to the University's Board of Trustees 
That amount more than doubled the 1137.500 given in the 
same period during 1972. 
The Trustees also reported that during January. $42,000 in 
sponsored grants and contracts was awarded to the 
University. Including $4,000 in privately-sponsored research 
and $32,800 in public service grants Government student aid 
was awarded $5,500 
THEY ALSO will parti- 
cipate in workshops 
designed to acquaint school 
representatives with 
lobbying techniques. 
About 700-1.000 students 
from about 45 states are 
expected to attend. Hawaii 
and Alaska are also sending 
representatives. 
Key speakers at the con- 
ference include Paul 
McCloskey (R-Cal.i. who 
will open the session tomor- 
row afternoon. Sens Hubert 
Humphrey D Mum and 
George McGovern (D-S D I, 
C'ongresswomen Yvonne 
Burke i D-Georgia): Dan 
Rather. CBS News and Bob 
Woodward from the 
Washington Post 
Representatives     from 
NSL member and non- 
member schools will testify 
at education committees, 
hold an election for the NSL 
Board of Directors, and 
learn how lo set up state- 
wide student lobbies 
"THE GOAL of the NSL." 
Rodbell said, "is to get a 
quarter of a million 
members and to start 
lobbies in every slate." 
About three-lourths of 
Congress   will   be   aflected 
while students are here. Stu- 
dents will go to their own 
Congressmen and lobby for 
lower tuition, matching 
funds from the government 
for financial aid and solu- 
tions to the energy crisis. 
NSL is extremely in- 
terested in the energy crisis 
because of its impact on 
commuter students. About 
3.500 students commute to 
BGSU from surrounding 
towns 
Management competition set 
The "management game" will be played Saturday at the 
University. The fourth annual competition will include nine 
teams in a simulation ol actual decisions made in business 
Coordinated by l)r Timothy Ross, associate professor of 
quantitative analysis and control, the competition is 
sponsored by the Toledo chapter of the National Association 
of Accountants and the I'mversitv 
'*&%&* 
*>f. 
Hot dog! 
The tun and snow tat the scan* for Todd Boctiman of 
WillougKby to fake a jump while skiing at Mont Chalet in 
Chesterland, Ohio. (AP Wirephoto) 
Correction 
Rick Morrow, junior 
(Ed. I. and candidate for 
Student Body Organi- 
zation (SBOl Coordina- 
tor of Academic Affairs 
said he opposes fee 
waivers for SBO of- 
ficers until Black Stu- 
dent Union and UAO get 
paid." 
An article in Wednes- 
day's News read "The 
SBG candidate said he 
would agree with giving 
SBO officers fee 
waivers until 'Black 
Student Union and UAO 
off leers get paid.' " 
Financial aid program expands 
The Basic Opportunity 
Grant is a new federal grant 
program lhal became opera- 
tional for the lirst time this 
academic year Beryl D 
Smith,   director  ol  student 
financial aid. said 
This year the grant 
program was restricted to 
entering students attending 
a post-secondary school for 
the first time after July 1. 
SHA schedules reorganization 
The Students Housing  Association iSHAi will hold a 
inizational meeting Monday, Fen 25. in 205 Moselev 
Hall 
Kris Kfcidon   sejupnj   N»\'fl imlMikc Hertholl. senior 
'B A  I, .irfIM» llu.olll\ sHAC'MVTclin.ltol;,. 
There is n po 
Erldon said Since 
Juno  thev said Ih* 
sibility ol slarting a new organization." 
he will graduate in March and Berthoff in 
SHA needs more student involvement 
V 
/ ^CHI cys" 
) 
( 
Are Psyched For A 
High Flying Time 
At 
Winter Party f 
1973. The average award 
this year was $260 
Federal funding for the 
Basic Opportunity Grant 
program has been increased 
for the 1974-75 academic 
year from $122 million to 
$500 million. 
This increase in funding 
will permit the expansion of 
the program next year to 
include sophomores. Fresh- 
men and sophomores not en- 
rolled prior to April 1. 1973. 
will be eligible for a Basic 
Opportunity Grant. The 
maximum grant next year 
willbe$»45 with an estimated 
average grant of about $430 
"THIS federal grant and 
the Ohio Instructional Grant 
are the programs around 
which the Student Financial 
Aid Package is prepared." 
Smith said 
All students applying for 
financial aid must also apply 
for these grants, if eligible, 
he added 
Applications for the 
Federal Basic Opportunity 
rant are not available due to 
required changes in the 
grant schedule. 
newsnotes 
Parole system 
COLUMBUS iAPI - Hearings lor 
about 800 Ohio prison inmates eligible 
for the state's new shock parole 
system will begin next month, it was 
announced yesterday 
Dr Bennett J Cooper, director ol 
the state Department ol 
Rehabilitation and Correction, said 
the hearings may take three or four 
months 
The law, which became effective 
Jan 1, allows the parole of non- 
dangerous first offenders who have 
served at least six months of their 
sentences 
Sex change 
TRENTON. N.J. lAPl - A state 
appeals court has upheld the 
dismissal of an elementary school 
teacher who underwent a sex change. 
The Appellate Division of Superior 
Court ruled on Wednesday thai 
Bernards Township school officials 
were within their rights in firing Mrs 
Paula M Grossman on grounds her 
presence in the classroom would 
cause emotional disturbance to 
pupils. 
The court also said its ruling, 
upholding a decision by the state 
Board of Education, would not bar 
Grossman from seeking a teaching 
position elsewhere, presumably 
where pupils would not be aware of 
her sex change 
Grossman. 54. was dismissed in 
1971 after undergoing a sex change 
operation Before the surgery, she 
had been teaching as Paul Monroe 
Grossman, was married and has 
three children She has continued to 
live with her family. 
Kissinger 
MEXICO CITY I API - Secretary of 
State Henry A. Kissinger denied 
yesterday as "nonsense" a published 
report that he would resign if 
President Nixon was impeached 
The Washington Star-News 
reported yesterday that Kissinger 
had told senior members of Congress 
that he would feel compelled to 
resign if the House of 
Representatives voted to impeach 
the President. 
The newspaper, in a story Irom 
Mexico City by Jeremiah O'Leary. 
said Kissinger "felt he could not 
effectively conduct the loreign policy 
of the United States if the President 
is impeached " 
Sen. Gale W McGee iD-Wyo. I was 
quoted as saying We spent some 
time trying to persuade him not to 
make such a decision " 
O'Leary told The Associated Press 
that McGee had given him the tip and 
that the remark was made initially by 
Kissinger on a trip earlier this month 
to Panama 
Lucky man 
WINCHESTER. Mass lAPl - How 
many millionaire like that in this 
Boston suburb. He's one of the instant 
variety who won his million in the 
Massachusetts state lottery. And he's 
determined not to be unhappy just 
because he's rich 
"We were very happy before all 
this happened to us." said Robert 
Taylor. 41. a father of three. "And 
we're not going to let a lot of money 
spoil that for any of us." 
Taylor, a ruddy-faced man, drives 
a milk truck for less than $10,000 a 
year That's what he did before he 
won the lottery one year ago and 
started receiving $50,000 annual 
checks He can't see any reason to 
change his lifestyle 
"After 19 years pn the job. I like 
(f," he said 
COUNTRY HOUSE 
welcome 
FRATERNITIES 
AND 
SORORITIES 
OPIN 10-1 tOO 
SUNDAYS 10-10 
SPECIALS DAILY 
BEER - DINNERS 
WINE - SANDWICHES 
East of BG Bowling Green Rd 
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UAO Mardi Gras 
Happy Hour 
Friday in the 
Cardinal Room 
3:30-5:30 
featuring 
THE JAKE BAND 
Pitcher Beer & Snacks 
% 
I 
I 
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I 
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Kappa Sigma 
Congratulates These 
7 New Actives: 
DEWEY PATTERSON 
WALLY WALLACE 
JACK BRIGGS 
TOM INSKEEP 
TIM GEISBUHLER 
JACK FLICK 
J. W. WALKER 
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UAO Mardi Gras 
Dinner • Theatre 
Friday February 22 - $5/person 
6:30-10:00 
Musical Review of Broadway 
1920-1970 
Reservations: Union Ticket Office 
Carnation Room Union 
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Energy crisis causes 
drop in gas revenue 
COLUMBUS (API - The 
State Transportation 
Department lost $1.2 million 
in gas revenues in 
December due to traffic 
slowdowns, a spokesman 
announced yesterday. 
The figure represents the 
first exact accounting of 
how the gasoline shortage is' 
affecting transportation 
finances, said public 
relations assistant Lee 
Tashjian 
Overall gas usage 
decreased 5 5 per cent that 
month, taking into account a 
normal 5 per cent growth 
factor. Tashjian said 
"Another way to put it is 
Ohioans bought two million 
gallons of fuel less than they 
usually do." he said 
TASHJIAN said this 
brings to nearly $1.7 million 
the amount of funding the 
department has lost since 
November due to a number 
of energy crisis-related 
factors, including truckers 
blockades and Sunday 
service station closings 
Sunday service station 
closings started in late 
November, and the first 12 
days of December showed 
an 8 per cent travel 
slowdown on Ohio's inter- 
state highways and a 20 per 
cent loss on rural highways, 
he said 
When Ohio reduces all 
highway speeds to 55 miles 
per hour, the department 
can expect to lose about $8 
million annually, he added 
That reduction is expected 
BOTTONARI 
COORDINATOR OF CULTURAL 
AFFAIRS S.ST. 
to go into effect March 3, the 
date Congress has set for 
states to comply with the 
lower speed limit. 
DESPITE the effect leu 
gas buying is having on the 
transportation department. 
Tashjian said an increase in 
gasoline taxes will not be 
sought 
Instead, be said, the 
department is pushing 
passage by the General 
Assembly of a bill 
reorganizing transportation 
funds so that reductions In 
the area of highway 
revenues could be made up 
by, say, increases in mass 
transit funds 
The bill advocates the 
creation of a 
"transportation trust fund" 
containing     revenues 
generated by gasoline sales, 
mass transit operations and . 
aviation fuel sales. 
The department 
announced early in January 
all new state-funded 
highway construction 
projects were being shelved 
because of the loss of gas tax 
money 
»ob Baton, graduate 
•tudent, give* the "an 
Hie air" sign I* the 
announcer in the tele- 
vision itudiot of Chan- 
nel 7 on the fourth 
floor. South Hall. The 
University's dotod-dr- 
cult television station 
It offering eilont 
movies and science 
fiction thrillers. 
Channel 7 offers  alternative 
Silent movies and science 
fiction thrillers are being 
shown on channel 7. the Uni- 
versity's closed circuit 
station, as an experiment In 
programming. 
For Life that's more than just living, 
get acquainted with Jesus Christ! 
CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH 
252 S. Main St.. Bowling Green 
SMttiWwsseMlMi  Smtt, iOmlmi IM> Otu I Kim 
For personal counsel see 
John Alan Krueger, Pastor 
80S Kloti Road, Phone 352-3545 
Or Call CHRISTLINF, 352-0379 
Cw,
^,7    The Exorcist' 
CINEMA I 
2nd GREAT WEEK 
fVE    71019:45 
SUNDAY MATINEE 
2.00 & 4:30 
Many of his toftow 
office**» considered twrt 
trte tr>o«1 clangerou* 
mart akve-an hunttf cop 
A MMMOU** Hf UAH 
OtMO 01 LAUm».THi 
AL RACING 
SERPICU 
m 
CINEMA n 
3rd SMASH WEEK 
2ND SMASH WEEK 
EVE- 7:20 I 9:35 
SUNDAY MATINEE 
2:15 t * :30 
Where wore 
you in-62? 
A UNtVf RSAL PICIUlf • KCHN1C0I0R' 
Series to feature Polygraph II 
Polygraph II, composed for piano, live electronic and 
prepared tape by Dr. Burton Beerman. assistant 
professor of music composition and history, has been 
chosen for inclusion in two special radio series. 
Polygraph II will be featured in a radio program 
distributed in the United States and Europe by the 
American Society of University Composers, and in the 
Musical World of Ohio radio series, produced by the Ohio 
Arts Council. 
STILL LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO LIVL THIS 
SUMMER & FALL? 
IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN 
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK 
OUT   WHY   WE   HAVF.   THE 
BEST   APARTMFNTS    IN 
TOWN. 
'[jS3VBJ.5S.Tr TR7J1 M ^JS "■'■' "■'■' "-r "■'"   ' ' TTi 
I    2 BEDROOM FURNISHED      | 
APARTMENTS 
Rs W 
a iii iSfiQi ^ a£ in. S: J.L .-.. .•■  ffi . ■   • . .?..','  ,'-, £J 
1163 NAPOLEAN RD. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
352-9378 
us to 
tneir 
As of last month, the 
station began offering these 
type films, Greg DeCrane, 
director of Student Ac- 
tivities and New Student 
Programming, said. 
"The idea originated when 
a company who offers this 
as a profit approached 
purchase some of 
equipment." he said. "This 
started us thinking since we 
have a closed circuit 
network." 
However, he said the 
station's personnel decided 
to work with their available 
equipment, rather than 
purchase new equipment 
Channel 7 could be used to 
air student productions and 
the programming could be 
expanded  to  include   half- 
hour shows and interviews. 
DeCrane said 
A student committee, 
directed by Shirley White, 
graduate student, is at- 
tempting to form a student 
committee to make rosters 
of films, decide what will be 
shown and determine 
student reaction to the new 
programming. 
"The films are shown at 12 
noon and 7 p.m..'' White 
said "Each program is pre- 
ceeded by announcements of 
upcoming activities." 
The announcements are a 
type of visual factline of 
calender of events," 
DeCrane said. Lists of 
events." DeCrane said 
Psychology professor dies; 
family creates scholarship 
Memorial services for Dr 
Cecil Max  Freeburne. pro- 
fessor of psychology, will be 
at  3 p.m.   today  in   Prout 
Chapel 
Dr    Freeburne,   55.   died 
EL ALAMO RESTAURANT 
'*"*"* proudly brings you 
Fine 
MEXICAN 
Dining 
Taco Special: 25c each! 
— Every Monday & Thursday 
(Visit El Alamo 
Before You See The Moviefj 
Located in the 
Stadium View Plaza 
Phone for Carry-Out - 352-4008 
Open Mon.-Fn 11 a.m. ■ 9 p.m. 
Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Closed Sun 
of   the   American   Psycho- 
logical Association. 
The psychologist is listed 
in "Who's Who in America" 
and "American Men of 
Science." 
The family asks that dona- 
tions be made to the BGSU 
Foundation for the Cecil M. 
Freeburne Scholarship in 
care of the Office of 
Development, Alumni 
House 
, 
Tuesday   at   Wood   County 
Hospital 
His teaching career at the 
University began in 1948 He 
was chairman of the psy- 
chology department from 
1960-1963 
Dr. Freeburne served as 
advisor to the local Psi Chi 
chapter He belonged to the 
Bowling Green Rifle Club. 
Sigma Xi and Phi Kappa 
Tau  He also was a member 
Quod sponsors election forum 
Itodger Quadrangle is sponsoring a forum tor Student 
Body Organization and I'mon Activities Office candidates at 
9 p.m. Monday in the dormitory's main lounge 
Two candidates Irom each party will be allowed six 
minutes to present their party platform Independent 
candidates will be allowed a two-minute presentation of 
their views A question and answer period will follow the 
presentations Candidates may distribute campaign 
literature at the conlerence 
Candidates who wish to participate in the lorum should 
call the Kodgers main desk. 372-2861. by noon Monday 
W1LC0X 
Representative to Board 
of Trustees S.S.T. 
OPEN 10-5 DAILY 
r- 
L. 
Come, See and Hear 
John Connolly 
-former Secretary of the Treasury- 
will Speak at Approx. 
5:30 P.M. 
Today 
115 EDUCATION BLDG. 
—Sponsored By SBO— 
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/T6RK. BAKED POTATO. /AlflD flflD ROU 
/TEAK DinneR-oniY 2.99 
Ponderosa's top-of-the-line steak dinner. A delicious big 
T-Bone steak with a tossed green salad, baked Idaho po- 
tato and an oven warm roll with butter. Ponderosa's best 
. .. and all'for only $2.99. 
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE 
SHARON HALL ■ VICE PRESIDENT S.S.T. GO WITH EXPERIENCE 
- 
Gig Expo offers career guidance 
Friday, February 22, 1974, Th. BG N*wi/Poa« S 
'Dare to dream/ Clayton says 
"Don't back down from 
your qualifications. Demand 
what you are worth," 
Robert Clayton Mid as he 
opened the Gig Expo pro- 
grams Wednesday night. 
Clayton, assistant director 
of career development with 
Educational Testing in At- 
lanta. Ga . said blacks are 
qualified. "People try to say 
'there aren't any qualified 
bjacks. Don't let that get 
you down People just don't 
have the green stuff to pay 
far your qualifications.'' 
' The way to become quali- 
fied is to be prepared, he 
ssid He advised students to 
learn to use the placement 
office and be familiar with 
what it offers. 
"The placement office is 
like a window.'' Clayton 
said "Employers look in to 
see whom they might have 
use for Students look in to 
see what jobs and com- 
panies they might have use 
for. Don't let the window get 
foggy' 
Fog. according to Clayton, 
could be caused by 
unresponsiveness to the 
placement     office.     He 
Discrimination still seen 
WQIIQCB John L«ver*nc«  gradual* auhtant in popular culture, scans 
... his r«c«nt|y relcatad book   "Irving Wallace A Writer's Profile. 
profile Th. books in th* background also aro Wallace's works. 
The fight to end sex dis- 
crimination is an "uphill 
struggle" according to 
Emerson Cole, regional 
director of the Ohio Civil 
Rights Commission (CRC). 
"Just   because   a  law   is 
Popular Culture department 
releases illustrated biography 
If you've read "The Seven 
Minutes." The Chapman 
Report" or any other novel 
by Irving Wallace, a 
biography released by the 
Center for the Study of 
Popular Culture may 
interest you 
Irving Wallace A 
Writer's Profile" by John 
Leverence includes 
correspondence. diary 
exerpts. interview material 
and manuscript annotations 
that provide insight into 
Wallace and the struggles 
which shaped his 
accomplishments 
Leverence. graduate 
assistant in popular culture, 
worked 13 months on the 
book He said yesterday that 
research on Wallace was 
aided greatly by the 
novelist's cooperation 
"It would have taken 
years if we had scraped 
around tor material." 
Leverence said 
MORE THAN 1.000 
illustrations from which 
Leverence selected 200 were 
included in his book 
Leverence said Wallace is 
suffering    from    contempt 
ACTION to recruit trainees 
ACTION, the parent organization for Peace Corps and 
VISTA, will recruit for these training programs on 
campus Keb 26-28 
Besides manning a table in University Hall. ACTION 
recruiters will speak to classes and conduct interviews in 
the Career Planning and Placement office. Feb. 26 and 27 
The application deadline for both the Peace Corps and 
VISTA training programs beginning this summer is 
March 1 Interested individuals are encouraged to sign-up 
for an interview 
For further information contact Paige Alan Parker. 
University campus representative for ACTION, at 352- 
3483 
and lack of attention from 
literary critics. 
"In the academic world. 
Wallace is considered 
simply another hack 
writer," Leverence said 
"People Ike Wallace are 
read by millions but held in 
contempt by most critics." 
Wallace and other popular 
writers should be evaluated 
on their own terms, he said 
"Irving Wallace's name 
on the front of a book is 
going to mean substantial 
sales." said Leverence 
He added that many 
critics regard Wallace as a 
character in the "myth of 
the commercial writer." 
They believe Wallace gets a 
plot outline from a agent and 
produces a book in 
minimum time. Leverence 
said 
"AFTER HE made good, 
Wallace never had to write 
for anyone than himself." he 
said However, the book 
includes many incidents of 
Wallace being pushed 
around   before  he  became 
COME TO 
PETTIS ALPINE VILLAGE 
EVERYDAY YOU CAN ENJOY: 
The finest 
in Italian foods 
prepared by: 
Mama Petti & 
Pierienna 
IV11 is Alpine Village 
Restaurant 
117 N. MAIN-353-0512 
Featuring: A Tour of Italy With Our Italian Foods 
All the pasta you    $Q95 
can eat ^J 
includes: 
Spaghetti & Choice of Three Other Main Items 
lasagna ravioli veal scallopini 
•gg plant parmigiano fettucini veal parmigiano 
gnocchi chicken cacciatore manicotti 
Also includes: 
Choice of soup or juice, tossed salad, Italian bread & butter, coffee or tea 
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW! 
5 till 11 in the Main Dining Room 
Fri. & Sat. Nights Every Week 
. Spend Your Afternoon 
With Cindy 
4to6 
Cocktail Hour 
Fri. & Sat. Nights 
Songs by Mike Brewer 
9tol 
successful 
Leverence said a series of 
profiles on other authors 
will be done by the Center. 
He said the profiles would be 
"good opening wedges" for 
study about what life in the 
20th century was like for 
authors. 
Leverence's book will be 
distributed nationally by 
Simon and Schuster 
Publishing Co. after March 
31 It is available 
exclusively at the 
University Bookstore in 
hardback for $6 95 
passed by the legislature 
doesn't mean a revolu- 
tionary change in the status 
quo." he said during a talk 
on campus Wednesday 
night 
Cole paralleled women's 
fight for equality with the 
blacks' fight against racial 
discrimination. He said 
blacks have been fighting 
for equality for 300 years 
and the women's struggle 
will not be successful 
overnight 
Sex discrimination was 
not illegal under state 
government until House Bill 
610 was passed Dec 19. 1973. 
said Cole. 
To prove the probability of 
discrimination, one must be 
able to show that disparity 
in treatment exists between 
oneself and another person 
due to race, color, religion, 
place of natural origin, 
ancestory or sex 
In sex discrimination, the 
main criterion to prove 
discrimination is the treat- 
ment of a male counterpart 
in a like situation 
This means if a male 
college instructor receives a 
higher salary than a female 
college instructor, the 
woman must first prove that 
her academic qualifications 
and tenure are equal to the 
man's bclore she can file 
sex discriminalion charges 
Ironically. Cole said, the 
first 12 people to file sex dis- 
crimination charges under 
the new law were men who 
wanted to be waitresses or 
get other traditionally 
feminine jobs. 
I'nder the new law. 
women will receive equal 
pay for equal work and 
qualifications 
"If you believe inequality 
of pay. you must also em- 
brace equality of respon- 
sibility." Cole said. 
advised  students   to "over 
use" the office. 
He recommended using 
the "bible of placement." 
the College Placement An- 
nual The annual lists major 
companies in major fields. 
Clayton told the students to 
read the annual and check 
out the recruiters in Gig 
Expo. 
"Be so intelligent that 
you'll blow their minds." 
said Clayton. "Don't let the 
interviewer think he's 
smarter than you You call 
the catch hand. Do this very 
black and very intelligent." 
Clayton also talked on the 
problem of black com- 
munication He said that 
blacks have been told they 
can't communicate and they 
have started believing they 
can't He advised students to 
be able to communicate 
orally and in writing 
"Learn     the     King's 
English, use it with African 
Swahili and communicate," 
he said. 
Career fields opening for 
minority students, are indus- 
trial engineering, market re- 
search, oceanography, 
public relations, recreation, 
accounting, urban planning, 
and hotel manage- 
ment.Claytonsaid. 
A student with a master's 
in urban planning is a prized 
plum.'he added. 
Recruiters also are 
seeking blacks with a bache- 
lor's degree in accounting 
for the Master's in Business 
Administration (MBA.) 
program. Clayton said 
In determining a life style, 
a career choice is the cen- 
tral issue, he added 
"You have the quali- 
fications for what you want 
to do," Clayton said. "You 
can dare to dream. Every 
black person in America is 
dreaming the impossible 
dream every morning when 
he gets up " 
Fraternity to benefit 
from all-campus tea 
An all-campus tea will be held from 1-6 p.m. tomorrow at 
Dixie Electric Company. N. Dixie Highway, north of 
Bowling Green. 
A percentage of proceeds at the door will be given to the 
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. 
An early-morning fire swept through the fraternity house 
in January, causing an estimated $50,000 property damage 
Proceeds will be used to refurbish the house 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FENTON 
Coordinator of State and 
Community Affairs     S.S.T. 
HAPPY HOURS!!! 
Friday - 4-6 p.m. 
Wed., Thurs. & Sat. - 7:30-8:30 p.m. 
We're available for teas! 
Call for more information. 
Court 
St. 
BACK BAR NOW OPEN WITH BUSCH ON DRAFT! 
-*••••*•••••••••••••••••••• 
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We could always 
put a new label on it, 
call it a snack.*, 
and charge you more. 
(Berber baby foods taste 
like delicious snacks, 
because they are. 
Great puddings. Luscious 
fruits. And special treats, 
like peach cobbler or 
blueberry buckJe. 
Gerber baby-foods 
Cost less than snacks, 
because they aren't 
Sold like those snacks 
in pull-top cans. 
*INED DESSERT 
EACH COBBLER 
Gerber baby-foods 
come in convenient-size jars—enough-for 
one serving. 
Gerber baby foods don't 
have to be refrigerated 
until they're opened. 
So you can keep 
thern anywhere 
■for snacking anytime. 
Next time you're 
snack-hunting, 
look for Gerber 
in your campus 
vending machine. 
Gerber Products Company, Fremont. Michigan 49412 
'. 
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Calculators: a student crutch or tool? 
An electronic calculator 
can make life much easier 
for a science or mathe- 
matics student Exponential 
functions, square roots and 
reciprocals become little 
more than the push of a few 
buttons It's faster and more 
accurate than a slide rule 
But use of the pocket-size 
marvels, which cost from 
$40 to 1400. may create a 
predicament for university 
professors Are the calcu- 
lators a tool or a crutch'' 
Should students bo per- 
mitted to use them during 
examinations? 
University professors are 
grappling with the problem 
on an individual basis. No 
University or departmental 
policies have been 
formulated 
Students find the 
calculator an excellent 
replacement for the slide 
rule, but admit that it may 
be a crutch as well as a tool. 
ALL THREE bookstores 
Concert features jazz band 
The University's Jazz Lab Band will present its second 
concert of (he year al 8 p.m. Monday in the Grand Ballroom. 
Union 
Three other Jazz groups including the James Nichol Sextet 
and a sextet of Jazz Lab I students will play al the concert. 
The Lab Band, now in its 14th year, will present music by 
Stan Kenton. Count Basie and Maynard Ferguson David 
Melle. assistant professor of performance studies and 
member of the woodwind quintet, directs the band 
The concert is free and open to the public 
HALL 
in Bowling Green carry the 
pocket calculators and 
report that the "electronic 
slide rule calculator" 
model, which sells for 
$89 95. is the best seller 
That calculator handles 
basic mathematics, but also 
computes classical slide 
rule problems. "We can't 
keep them in stock." said 
Larry E. Reece. assistant 
manager of the Bee Gee 
Bookstore "And we sell 
about three-fourths of them 
to students." 
Definitive figures on the 
number of students buying 
calculators and the number 
of faculty members per- 
mitting their use aren't 
available, but one thing is 
certain: the use of cal- 
culators is adding up 
Students most often use 
calculators for homework: 
however, when permitted, 
the calculators also are used 
for tests. 
Some University 
professors allow students to 
use calculators for examina- 
tion because setting up the 
problem is emphasized 
rather than answers. 
HOWEVER, there are 
others who view the cal- 
culator as an unfair ad- 
vantage and prohibit their 
use during tests 
Dr. Norman J. Meyer, 
professor of chemistry, 
agreed that the use of a cal- 
culator does not constitute 
an unfair advantage during 
his examinations because 
students are not required to 
work problems to their 
mathematical conclusions. 
"I really don't encourage 
them to go beyond the set- 
up," he said "I tell them if 
they do and they error, 1 
might knock off a point." 
Dr. Ronald V Hartley, 
professor of quantitative 
analysis and control, echoed 
the thoughts of Dr Meyer, 
saying computations are not 
Native American course set 
STUDENT BODY VICE- 
PRESIDENT S.S.T. 
Enrollment in American 
Studies 580. Native 
American Culture and 
Literature, is open to any 
interested graduate student 
Nobody 
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Love tap. 
From one beer lover to another. 
Designed as a seminar, 
the course will focus on the 
literature with emphasis on 
sociology. social 
psychology, history and 
anthropology 
Students will be expected 
to research some aspect of 
the life of North American 
Natives 
Seniors may be allowed to 
enroll in the course with 
special permission of Dr 
Carlene Bagnell Blanchard. 
course instructor and assist 
ant    professor of English. 
STUDY IN 
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ABORTION 
1VEITTHING CAN IE PtOVIMD 
F0» TOUfl CAII, COMFORT AND 
CONVINIINCI IT fHONI IT 
0W UNMISTANDINC COWKi 
LORS. "OHIO INFORMATION" 
CAU TOIL FREE TOOAT 
\AC.C. S«niict>800 523 5308y 
•±     CLA-ZEL      ^ 
)f SUNDAY MATINEE I )*• 
J OPENING TILL ■ 3fl0 J 
^ L     ONLY ■ $1.00      |£ 
W       4 Cor the price ot one      ^^ 
J DOCK SOUP"  -7:00? 
1"H0RSE FEATHERS"     J 
* -8:15* 
5f' MOWtfY WJSINtSS"   * 
i "COCONUTS" - 10:45 J 
J STARRING T 
J THE MARX BROTHERS * 
•-GROUCHO, HARPO, CHEKOji- 
J I ZEPPO ^ 
J IN BEAUTIFUL 
* BLACK & WHITE * 
••••••** 
*************** 
:WE HAVE:5 
* •CROT HOURS 
+ Mon,Fn.    8<XI«m.-800 pm J 
800«.m,6pm * 
«• COiminiT PARKING 
at out front door 
* - MOOEMTE PRICES 
*• SHIRTS 
4, Bo>ed or on Hangers 
*• DECORATOR FOLDS 
On your quality Orapes 
the most essential com- 
ponent of his tests. 
"It's not the calculations 
as much as the thought 
process." said Dr. Hartley, 
who teaches in operations 
research. 
BOTH    DR.    HARTLEY 
and Dr Meyer agreed that if 
a high premium were placed 
on numerical examination 
answers, a policy whereby 
all students-or no student- 
could use a calculator would 
have to be implemented. 
Barney R. Cargile, In- 
structor of quantitative 
analysis and control, does 
not allow students to use cal- 
culators for examinations. 
"It's unfair to the student 
who doesn't have one," said 
Cargile, who teaches inter- 
mediate accounting. 
Sandra E. Ross, sopho- 
more lA&S) borrows a cal- 
culator from a friend. A bio- 
logy major. Ross said, "I 
found I could do homework a 
lot faster." 
She said she used a cal- 
culator in a recent chemis- 
try test and found it quite 
helpful. "Even though the 
calculations weren't the 
most important part. I found 
the calculator was faster. It 
doesn't make stupid mis- 
takes and I didn't panic' 
Ross said. 
WHILE ADMITTING that 
using a calculator for a test 
might   be   an   unfair   ad- 
vantage for those students 
who have them, she said 
that didn't hold true (or 
homework. "The homework 
is mainly repetitive and you 
have a lot more time." she 
said 
Ross said the calculator is 
a crutch. "The more math 
you do in your head, the 
quicker you are." she noted 
"I know I'm not as fast as I 
was before I started using a 
calculator." 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
i Grit I i^f-iufr' * "T 
ACROSS 
1  Hemt>* partner*. 
5 InMmmrnl for 
r.'h.ii'lin.- lighl. 
10 Paekatt. 
M GtVfl forth. 
I >   I .in.it 
16 I   M   I.llll   ll loll 
17 . Sra«horr f*l. 
I%1 :   |*hra«r. 
20 Set        liaketW 
I >M 11   > . 
21 Supported. 
22 Mr.ney, in Z.iprrrh. 
21 IMiiiiniilivr 
Hnhtct, 
2r. Overlook. 
28 In ho-oni 
< ai real I. 
13 l>i<pl.ive<l. 
3t Kiirni rnrln»urr«. 
15 Ol.tain. 
Wi Cirrus, .ir il 
37 Prtetlrttd, 
1R Preneh father. 
tn l.il«T;irv 
rollfriion. 
10 I mill.it.-  Cfoatrj. 
Jl Sinlilen lliruvt. 
42 Sprinx f.'-iivjl 
llinll.ll i ll 
It  Maker of 
earthenware. 
l"i  Inrrease*: 
t'.olloq. 
16 Timirale li«h. 
IK I MHMI a f.-riain 
way. 
f>2  Heeoniet furious. 
-d Bataball. 
-.H Cur. 
IV* Sprure*. 
60 Man- name. 
61 Throw  thin** al. 
62 Miiil.hu.' 
material. 
63 Sauey. 
DOWN 
1 A   IMIIMII ■ J 
Prefix. 
2 Indian nurar. 
] Dry dishes. 
1      Kr*l.N 
fi   Philomehi'- 
•inter. 
6 ". rock 
hor*e... 
7 Author  Flemin*. 
8 li-i iniii.il- 
Abbr. 
■ Mad  importunre. 
10 Sound of j rmket. 
11 Peel. 
12 Melville', 
raptain. 
H Many:  l'rrfi«. 
IR Sianifiranl hrap 
of ftlonp.. 
11 Jol». 
23 Glvel .parinily. 
IS Mofiania, 
2ft Wlierr Arrra i». 
27 Ncvrr! 
21 All riahl!: Fr. 
.10 Ftrprr.rnlalivr. 
31 I i.ml.in,- inn' 
one. 
32 Take ihr hrlm. 
II Wild plum. 
3"  Inlrnilnrr*. 
38 Io I rnd > : 
I'hra.e. 
JNSWfB TO PREVIOUS PU7IIF 
40 Copper:  Prefi*. 
41 Swin^« -tl-'Mt 
43 Pieluretque. 
44 Polite  in.HI.I 
17 Colorado report 
town. 
18 Small ml. 
40 I)Q a road joh, 
50 l'»eful  Latin 
abbr. 
51 Move rapidly. 
.'i3 Anier: Colloq. 
54 I .i-i.-rn prinre. 
55 Fender problem. 
57 Conntellation. 
~*ms~ CL3SSIFIED —«®JC- 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Friday. February 22.1974 
The Crypt Collechouse will be open tonisht from 9 
pnv to I a.m. Admission is free     ^^^^ 
The Upper Hooni Cofleehouse will be open tonight at 9 
p m with Jim Angel perlorming. It is located at I02'i 
N. Main St  
Help light tor human rights' Come picket Great Scot 
Grocery with the Committee in Support o( the t'nited 
Farm Workers. Friday, from 5-7 p.m 
S.iini ,i.n . February 23. 1974 
The Black African Peoples Association and Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity will sponsor an African Dinner 
tonight from r> 30 to 8 30 p m in the Newman Center. 
425ThurslmAve  ' 
The Mojo Theater (iroup will hold rehearsals today 
and tomorrow al I oopm  in2M I'mversity Hall. 
There will be a Women's Gymnastic Meet at Central 
Michigan today beginning at 2 p m , 
The Women's State Swim Meet will take place today 
at the University of Cincinnati.  
There will be a Women's basketball game today at 
I 30 p m in the North Gym of the Women's Building 
agamM the University of Dayton. 
There will be a Fencing Team Meet today at 12:30 
p.m in the South Gym of the Women's Building 
against Ohio State. 
Sunday  February 24.1974 
There will be a Duplicate Bridge Match, today at I 30 
p.m in the Ohio Suite of the Union It is open to all 
experienced bridge players. 
The BGSU Karate Club will hold a practice session 
tonight from 6-8 p.m. in 201 Hays. 
The Fin-n-Falcon Scuba Club will hold a meeting 
tonight at 6 00 pm in the Natatorium. 
The BGSU Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 7 
I' MI in 203 Hayes Hall 
*************** 
HELP WANTED 
Attractive, outgoing, 
willing to work female 
students Must be avail- 
able 11-2 daily. Mon Fr! 
Apply to Manager at Roy 
Rogers before 4:30p.m. 
Waitresses ■ Full or part- 
time. Byrnwyck Country 
Club. Maumee Call 865- 
2391 for appointment. 
Performers wishing ex- 
posure now have 
opportunity to present 
themselves at Crypt 
Coffeehouse. UCF No 
auditions necessary. 
Contact Karen at 352- 
0352  
WANTED  
1 male to sublease house 
for spring. 1150 a 
quarter Call 354-1332 
4 males or 3 females to 
sublease apt. spring 
quarter M5 month. 352- 
9119  
1 female roommate 
needed for spring 
quarter. 165 month. Call 
352-783*.  
One person needed to 
share beautiful apt. W 
block from campus, 
spring Rent reduced. 
Own room. Option to stay 
summer.      Contact 
Forche' c/o Dept. of 
English or call 2-0341 
weekdays, noon.  
Needed desperately, 1 
male roommate for 
Cherry Hill Apts. Spring 
term Call 373-334*. 
Fern, roommate to share 
apt with male 352-0243, 
ask for SUn  
Fern rmmt. needed to 
live at Haven House next 
year Call 372-302* or 372- 
3025  
One female roommate to 
sublease Rockledge Apt. 
Spring qtr Call Lynne, 
35241*0.  
SERVICES OTTERED 
Abortion Information 
Service. Clinic very close 
to area. 1-24 week preg- 
nancy :erminaied by 
licensed certified gyne- 
cologist. Immediate 
arrangements will be 
made with no hassle. Call 
collect 24 boar service. 
IMH311M7  
20th Century sounds - 
Rent for your party. 
Oary.3M444«.  
WEDDING 
INVITATIONS COST 
LESS IN IDAHO. 100 
custom printed. *3.tt. 
Send    for   catalog. 
samples, to Arnold Co., 
206 East Main. Ruburg. 
Idaho 83440  
Inexperienced lead 
rhythm guitarist seeks 
Gig Blues, Rock. 
Psychedelic 352-6848 - 
Scott  
ABORTIONS: For tree 
information and referral, 
call A.FP.I.O, a non- 
profit organitation at 
12021785-1077 
ABORTIONS Safe. 
Indiv care; from 1100. 
For appl. dial clinic 
direct at |202) 785-3581 
3650 or 12021 833-3813-3814 
DC. FAMILY 
MEDICAL CENTER 
INC 919-18th St . N W 
Ste 121 Washington, DC. 
Across from Doctor's 
Hospital.  
Experienced Typist. 
diss . theses, term 
papers 352-6213  
INTERESTED IN NO- 
FRILLS LOW-COST JET 
TRAVEL to Europe. The 
Middle East. The Far 
East. Africa, or practi- 
cally anywhere? EDU- 
CATIONAL FLIGHTS 
can help you find the 
least expensive way for 
getting where you want 
to go. Phone us toll-free. 
24 hours a day. at ISOVI 
223-5568 . 
PERSONALS  
John Connally. former 
Sec y of Treas will 
speak TODAY at approx 
5:30.115 Educ.Bldg. 
Betas- Flaming on a 
Wed night, starts a 
weekend off right. 
Thanks. Gamma Phis. 
All that was taken made 
the house bleak 
Congrats Moon Shiners 
on a successful sneak 
Love, the Actives.  
Alpha Sigs - The saying's 
not a new tangle, but 
thanks for a super tea at 
Bojangles. The Gamma 
Phis.  
Cindy, she could have 
danced all night as the 
ROTC Queen, Congrats. 
Gamma Phis  
ATO Little Sisses- Were 
high for the Tequilla 
Sunrise Party tonight 
The Brothers.  
At! Sig Ep. SCAMP. 
Is back again.  
AGD Greenles mast have 
their S5« in before going 
to the Formal. 
AX'S congratulate Deb 
and Mark on their AX • 
PhiTaulavaltertng. 
Congrats- GLEN and 
SHELLY on your DU la- 
valierlng C.Y.A.  
Happy Bnthday Pea- 
cock The Brothers of 
AEPI  
The Brothers wish to 
congratulate Deb 4 Mark 
on their AXO - Phi Tau 
lavaliering 
The Brothers congratu- 
late Gary Prltt and 
Coreen Hughes on their 
Gamma Phi-Phi Tau 
pinning Best wishes for 
the future 
Best wishes to Lix and 
Greg for their Phi Tau 
lavaliering. 
Delta Gamma diamond 
time has come again! 
Congratulations Sue and 
Rob on your engagement. 
Much luck and 
happiness, the Sisters. 
Come, see 1 bear JOHN 
CONNALLY. former 
Sec y of Treas TODAY 
at approx 5:30. US 
Educ. BMg  
Janet and Dave. Congrats 
on your Delta Gamma - 
Sig Ep pinning. See Jan, 
people still do get 
pinned! LITB. the 
Sisters.  
The Sisters of Delta 
Gamma extend their 
congratulations to Jennie - 
Doriot. first runner-up 
for Sigma Chi 
Sweetheart at Ohio 
State  
Kappa Sigs say it's time 
to go to Hell, go to Hell, 
go to Hell, go to Hell1 
Vote Feb 27 - SBO 
elections. Choose 
qualified ' repre- 
sentatives 
VOTE DARTT FOR 
STEERING COM- 
MITTEE  
VOTES.3.T.  
Bonnie and Clyde come 
truck in right in; Leader 
ofthePack'llmeetSalat 
the Gym; They're the 
"cat's meow" and a 
vodeo-doe. Just one more 
day. then on with the 
show - DELTA GAMMA 
NOSTALGIA NIGHT! 
Right On!  
FOR SALE 
Tired of doing dishes? 
Buy our used portable 
dishwasher for 345 Call 
2*7-3767.  
Chopsticks, great when 
you don't have any 
silverware Hope you 
enjoyed your dinner 
Love.C.H.  
1*70 Triumph 660 motor- 
cycle, Bonneville black. 
In excellent running 
cut Phone ***-3701 
Sony     TC-S55     tape 
recorder, tapes 1175 
Gary 352-6446 
2 Fender Bassman Amps 
and 3 B" SRO speakers 
Call 352-6077 after 3 30 
69 Windsor Mobile 
Home. 63x12 all 
carpeted, washer - dryer, 
air conditioned, skirted 
double insulation & shed. 
55 Gypsy Lane 354-5455 
Very Friendly 6 ft Boa 
and cage 352-6713 after 9 
p.m 
8-track car player wjth 
FM stereo radio. 
Includes lock mount. Ex- 
cellent condition. Best 
offer 352-8381 
1*73 Dodge Charger. 
AM FM stereo, bucket 
seats; 4.000 mi 666-3300 
from 8-5 or 317 Manville 
Apt H. after i.  
Fender Slratocaster 10 
years old. with hardshell 
case: Best offer: Call 
354-8444. Monday thru 
Thursday. 
Siamese kittens, litter- 
trained. 125 Call 353-3134 
after 6 p.m. 
Marshall speaker bottom 
with cover 6 months old 
*350 or best offer Call 
354-8444 Monday thru 
Thursday. 
FOR RENT  
Univ Village will be 
giving out leases Sat.. 
Feb 23. 1974. 10 00 am. 
to4:00p.m 
Available spr. qtr One 
bdrm unfurnished apart- 
ment. Village Green 
Call 352-63*6  
Rm. to sublet spring 
quarter 155 mo 354-13*3 
after 7:00.       
Preferred Properties 
Apts. Ii bouses for rent 
Summer * Fall. Call 352- 
9378 for rental info. 
Cherry HU1 Village Apt 
complex    now    leasing. 
Summer and Fall 1974-75 
Call 352-6241 (or rental 
info |  
1 bdrm turn. apt. avail. 
March 1. Preferred 
married. James Apts. 
352-4341 2*7-3*96  
NOW RENTING FOR 
FALL QUARTER. 
FURN 
2 bed. 2 baths. US mo 3 
occupants. 1240 mo. 4 
occupants. 
1 bed (urn , 2 adults 3170 
mo. 
Above prices are for a * 
mo. lease, beat A water 
furn . lower prices for 1 
year lease. Call now for 
our low summer rates 
and Inspection 352-4394 
or 1-S9S-9SJ2 collect 
Wdoy. Februwy M, W4, Th. 8G Nawi/Pog. 7 
BG women's swim team 
guns for 25th straight 
Practice 
An unid.ntifi«d mtmbd of lh« Bowling Gr««n wtmm'i iwim team practices 
for upcoming moott. Tho women twimmar* hava won 24 contoculiv* dual 
moots. Thoy will atlompl to make it 25 today at Cincinnati. (Nowtphoto by 
Michael Grono) 
By Mark Dodoth 
Five years and 24 meets 
ago. the Falcon women's 
swim team began a victory 
streak which has yet to end 
The motivating force 
behind the unbeaten record 
is coach Jean Campbell 
"if you don't have the 
swimmers, you can't win,'' 
Campbell said "A coach 
can develop a swimmer, 
but the talent must be 
there " 
The 30 team members 
receive no financial support 
for swimming and Campbell 
is not a paid coach 
"WE HAVE no scholar- 
ships,'' she said "The girls 
who are here want to be 
here " 
Bowling Green faces dis- 
advantages in competing for 
top-notch women swimmers 
Netters to open '74 season 
Mixing and matching and 
a little experimenting, plus 
an injury to a top netman. 
face the Falcon tennis squad 
as it prepares to open its 
1974 season tomorrow 
against Eastern Kentucky 
University at Lima's 
Orchard Hills indoor courts 
As part of a weekend ol 
dedication ceremonies at the 
courts, the Falcons will 
follow Toledo (Friday i in 
dedicating this new indoor 
facility. Coach Bob Gill, in 
his fifth year as mentor, 
plans to use three freshmen 
in the top six spots, in- 
cluding  returning  veterans 
Tim    Hoover    and    Tim 
Howe 11 
Rich Herbst. a freshman 
and former Massachusetts 
high school singles cham- 
pion, will start at first 
singles Glenn Johnson, who 
planned to start at the No 2 
spot suffered a torn retina 
in his right eye and won't be 
back in the line-up until late 
April or early May 
"THE LOSS of Johnson 
really hurts us said Gill 
it's like spotting the other 
team a touchdown." 
Three reliables will be in 
the starting six for BG   At 
the second singles replacing 
Johnson, will be Tim 
Howell Last year. Howell 
held the No. 6 singles spot 
Larry Dister. who sat out 
last season, will take com- 
mand at the third-singles 
slot, while Tim Hoover, the 
1974 captain, will tackle the 
opposition in the fourth- 
singles place 
The fifth and sixth spots 
are rookie orientated with 
freshmen Casey Daganhardt 
and Rob Dowling 
Coach Gill said his first- 
doubles team will consist of 
Herbst   and   Howell   while 
Daganhardt and Hoover and 
Dowling and Dister will play 
at the second and third 
doubles spots 
The backbone of Eastern's 
power will come from three- 
vear lettermen Jim Greenup 
IS    and P.D   Mallard (SSl. 
said Gill 
i have little luck against 
Ohio Valley Conference 
teams in the past.'' said ill 
"I stand 0-4 against that con- 
ference, but we have a good 
chance of winning against 
Eastern    -GARF1E1.D 
due   to   the   Natatorium's 
limited facilities 
"We do not draw the gold 
medalist or Olympic swim- 
mer with this pool." Camp- 
bell said "We especially 
don't draw divers, since our 
'board is illegal as far as pool 
depth is concerned 
"A lot of physical educa- 
tion majors come to BG. 
since it is a good school for 
that major." she added 
"Out of these, we are for- 
tunate to get the swimmers 
we do ." 
Indiana. Purdue. Slippery 
Rock, and Ohio State are 
some of the Falcons' 
victims. 
"University of Cincinnati 
has four national swimmers 
and one Olympic swimmer, 
yet we beat them with our 
depth," the coach said 
BARB MCKEE has helped 
anchor the team and is fast 
becoming the premier 
swimmer on the squad. 
She has swam in compe- 
tition since age nine, and has 
an impressive list of creden- 
tials behind her. 
i don't care about the 
publicity." McKee said. "I 
just like the people here, and 
the places we get to go to " 
Her coach sees Olympic 
potential in McKee, "but 
she'll  have  to  work  more 
Seaver agrees to terms 
ST PETERSBURG. Fla 
iAPi - Tom Seaver, twice 
the National League's Cy 
Young Award winner, be- 
came    the    highest    paid 
Reeling Rockets host Redskins 
COLUMBUS i AP i - In an 
ironic twist. Ohio University 
can earn a Mid-American 
title tie tomorrow against 
Central Michigan, the team 
that started a mini Bobcat 
basketball skid last month. 
"We didn't play well up 
there We just didn't defense 
them." said Ohio Coach Jim 
Snyder of an 84-8,1 loss to the 
Chippewas 
Since then, the Bobcats 
have shaken a slump and are 
back in the sole MAC lead at 
7-3. thanks to a 71-69 
Chippewa upset  of  Toledo 
Wednesday. 
That deprived the 
Rockets, who entertain 
Miami tomorrow evening, of 
a tie for the lead Instead. 
Toledo dropped back to a 6-4 
record and into third place 
behind 7-4 Bowling Green. 
THE FALCONS, who face 
Ohio at Bowling Green in the 
big finale March 2. are idle 
while last place Kent State. 
1-8. goes to Western 
Michigan. 4-6, in a MAC 
encounter 
Central Michigan is out of 
the title race with a 5-5 
record, even though the 
Chippewas have upset the 
league's top three teams. 
Ohio. Bowling Green and 
Toledo, at Mount Pleasant. 
The Bobcats were ahead 
by seven points with five 
minutes to play the first 
time. The Chippewas rallied 
to win on two free throws by 
sophomore Dennis Parks. 
"We had two turnovers 
near the end that really cost 
us." said Snyder. still 
fighting  inconsistency  with 
his talented squad. 
if we have one good half 
at home, we usually hang in 
there But we've got to be 
more consistent than that." 
said the dean of the MAC 
coaches 
Meanwhile. Toledo must 
regain its winning touch to 
hang in the race at home 
against defending champion 
Miami. It's a rough 
assignment since the 
Redskins whacked the 
Rockets 72-59 at Oxford in 
their first meeting. 
pitcher in baseball history 
yesterday, signing with the 
New Yok Mets for an es- 
timated 1172.000 
Seaver said he telephoned 
General Manager Bob Schef- 
fing yesterday morning 
after failing to reach an 
agreement Wednesday, i 
gave Bob another figure." 
Seaver said 
"The figure he gave me 
was  agreeable,"  Schef fing 
■ reported.   "No   pitcher  in 
baseball is making as much 
money " 
Seaver reportedly had 
been   seeking  $175,000 and 
the Mets offered 1170.000. 
The 29-year-old righthander 
earned an estimated $150,000 
last season when he posted a 
19-10 record and won the Cy 
Young Award. 
He also led the league with 
an earned run average of 
208 and 251 strikeouts, the 
third time he won both those 
titles in the same season 
Seaver said he brought up 
high salaries in basketball 
during Wednesday's 
meeting with Scheffing. 
"Salaries in other sports 
have skyrocketed," he said. 
■ 
The race, 
MAC Overall 
Team W-L W-L 
Ohio  .... 7-3  
 13-10 
BOWLING GREEN... .... 7-4  is-» 
Toledo  .     6-4  16-7 
Central Michigan  ...  5-5  
 13-10 
Miami  .... 5-5  
 11-11 
Western Michigan  ...4-6   12-11 
Kent State  ...   1-8  
Tomorrow 
9-14 
Miami at Toledo 
Central Michigan at Ohio 
Kent State at Western Michigan 
Hoopsters meet 
Purdue Tuesday 
HOFFMAN 
Student Body President 
S.S.T. 
THE BROTHERS OF 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
Wish to Congratulate 
Their New Actives 
MIKE BENNETT 
RICK CURSCHMAN 
JOE FRAGNOLI 
BOB KONZ 
STEVE SINISGALLI 
CHUCK STRAUSS 
AL SZYDLOWSKI 
PAUL URIAN 
DAVE WEAVER 
Live Entertainment!!! 
This Week: Canyon 
The 
Garage 
135 South Byrne 
Toledo Ohio 
iTues. & Wed.—Special 
vThurs— 2 for 1 
than we do here to get 
there." Campbell said 
The team practices four 
days a week for an hour each 
day. 
Co-captains Debbie 
Hoover and Valerie Newell 
provide the team with 
leadership 
"Sometimes I hate 
practice, but I enjoy 
competing and the grati- 
fication of improving 
myself." Newell said. 
LAST SEASON, Newell 
was bumped from her usual 
events in the 100 by the 
team's freshmen and had to 
settle for swimming the 
open positions left in the 400. 
"This year we got even 
more good freshmen," she 
said "I figured if I want to 
be a co-captain that the girls 
can look up to. I'd better 
hold up my end." 
Newell posted her best 
time ever. 59 flat, in the 100 
meter freestyle 
"At my age (211. that's a 
lot of improvement," she 
said. 
As Newell noted, women 
do reach their peak in swim- 
ming earlier than men. 
usually around age 18. Coach 
Campbell believes psycho- 
logical factors contribute 
more to this phenomenon 
than physiological traits. 
Interest In family and 
employment  are   two  dis- 
tractions for a woman 
"SHE CAN'T marry the 
swimming pool." the coach 
said "And there are no 
careers for a woman while 
she is swimming." 
The training routine pre- 
sents another hurdle for 
women 
"Men are oriented to a 
machine-like training since 
high school, but women 
aren't," Campbell said. "We 
have to work up gradually 
with the girls " 
"This is an unusually 
lonely business." Campbell 
said, pointing to the women 
in the pool "They bury their 
heads in the water and get 
nothing but hurt. pain, and 
agony 
It must pay off. though, as 
their record indicates 
"We've got kids breaking 
their own records like craiy 
this year, and our relay 
times have consistently im- 
proved." Campbell said. 
THE WOMEN will go to 
the NCAA finals at Penn 
Stale March 13-16 
First, however, they will 
stop in Chicago Feb. 28. 
March 1 and 2 for the Mid- 
western Swimming Cham- 
pionships where nearly 20 
schools will participate 
"We've won that one two 
years in a row," the coach 
said. "We'd like to make it 
three " 
WALLACE 
COORDINATOR OF ACADEMIC 
AFFAIRS S.S.T. 
Where the 
Glass is Greener 
Big Mouth from 
Mickey's Malt Liquor 
MR. ED'S ANNOUNCES 
A MARDI GRAS SPECIAL 
50c from each order 
will be donated to 
charity. Valid only 
with Mardi Gras 
button. In Store 
Orders Only. 
532 E. WOOSTER 
S.S.T. MEANS 
EXPERIENCE 
Fred Hoffman — President 
Mike Wilcox - Board of Trustees 
Sharon Hall - Vice President 
Russ Fenton — State and Community 
Rick Wallace — Academic Affairs 
Dennis Bottonari — Cultural 
STEERING COMMITTEE 
MICHELE ABRAHAM 
MARK DODOSH 
NICK HEGGY 
JOHN VOYTEK 
RANDY HATHAWAY 
ROB HOLLEY 
BETH BAKER 
LINDY KEYSE 
Showdown 
Looking lik* a visitor from anothor planot, Falcon goalie Al Sarachman (1) 
cattt a tutpiciout «yo toward the Lake Superior center edging into hit territory 
during latt weekend's action. The BG skaters will encounter St. Louis tonight 
and tomorrow at the Ice Arena. (Newsphoto by Joseph Glick) 
Curtain call for 'Bronco' 
By Din Garf ield 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The ballad ot a hockey 
player, who gave everything 
he had to a program which 
grew from a small nucleus 
to a national contender, is 
the story ol John Michael 
Bartley. 
To Falcon ice fans, he is 
better known as "Bronco" 
Bartley. and probably the 
greatest skater ever to wear 
a Bowling Green uniform 
The banners won't be 
waving nor will fireworks be 
bursting above the Ice 
Arena roof tomorrow night, 
but for Bronco, lour years ol 
record-scoring hockey will 
come   to   an   end   at   the 
Tickets 
Tickets for the Bowling 
Green-St Louis hockey 
games tonight and tomorrow 
night at the Ice Arena are on 
sale at the Mmorial Mall 
ticket office at $2 511 for re- 
served seals (2 lor adull 
general admission and $1 lor 
student general admission 
A student ID ticket ex- 
change is also in progress 
Kaceofl lime for both 
games is 7 30 p m Gates 
will open at 6.30 p m 
Tickets will also be sold 
and exchanged at the gate. 
Miner lload Arena. 
Few leers come into 
Faleonland and achieve the 
success he has in four years 
Bronco's accomplishments 
range from landmarks in 
most games played 1132 >. 
116 goals and 102 assists for 
218 total points, one shy of 
Ihe no 10 spot in the all-lime 
college scoring ranks 
Bronco's merits also 
include most three-goal "hat 
trlckt" (8l and mosl 
winning goals (14), but when 
he moved into Faleonland he 
set down his goals and 
aspirations 
"I had an opportunity to 
develop myself when 1 came 
here." said the Sarnia. Onl . 
icer "The hockey wasn't 
rough as in Canada-here 
they stressed fundamenlals 
"I really learned to 
discipline myself on and oil 
the ice Another thing I 
wanled lo do was to make a 
name lor nivsell here and to 
round oul my character." he 
added 
JACK VIVIAN, builder ol 
BG hockey and former 
coach turned general 
manager of the professional 
hockey Cleveland 
Crusaders, was a big 
Inspiration on Bronco 
through three ol his "our 
years here. 
I   respected  Jack  as  a 
total individual." said 
Bronco "He treated me as ;i 
man at all limes, and an 
amazing thing about him 
was you could talk race lo 
face with him Jack didn't 
care only lor hockey but lor 
total lite 
Bronco said his main goal 
this year was to huilil a c, I 
third line and coach Ron 
Mason agreed with linn on 
that idea Working for the 
team was one of Bronco's 
main goals and he lias seen 
Hi; gel into a respectable 
club 
"Generally I've seen BG 
grow  from  a  nothing  to a 
something I doo'l think 
there were even any full 
rules when I came here I 
had to pay $1,000 my lust 
year." said the Falcon 
captain I've seen guys like 
llonny Wise, with no aide, 
work his butt oft and it's 
guys like him that helped 
build IH; hockey." 
Bartley said he believes 
BG will need a solid third 
line, two of three good 
freshmen and a couple top 
defensemen like Kevin 
MacDonald and Roger 
Archer, before they can 
entertain thoughts of a 
national title 
In a couple of years we 
should have a chance at the 
national title." Bronco 
added 
IS niKiti a future loi 
Hartley in professional 
hockey? 
He said he is considering 
Ihe  thought   quite   intently 
Following June graduation, 
he will work tins summer 
with the Crusader organ! 
/at inn   under   Vivian   and 
CIMIIC I,ill lie said he will Iry 
out lor that World Hocke) 
Association chili 
"I'm still considering 
playing professional hockej 
II   you re  good  they'll  take 
you despite your age. ' said 
the senior center 
Senior  Nighl  a tribute lo 
the graduating varsity 
players and managers the 
grand I male at home, tends 
to leave Bronco teeling 
high rather     than 
depressed 
I am really psyched lor 
these two games I am going 
to give it my all. said the 
four year letterman As I 
see U I have two games lell 
i at home i and It's going lo 
be two wins 
The people here have 
been great 1 tell you. Hit 
has so much going for it a 
great place for hockey and 
people who are invoked 
There are so many line 
individuals here   I gave 100 
percent tor them I'm glad 1 
came here 
Swimmers close season 
By Dick Rees 
Staff Writer 
Pride will be on the line 
(or the Falcon swimmers 
when they entertain Oakland 
University at l 30 p.m 
tomorrow in the 
Natatonum 
The encounter will be the 
final dual meet ol the season 
for Bowling Green, which 
sports a 4-7 record 
The tankers can't have a 
winning season for records 
But it can be a winning 
season for performance if 
the swimmers conclude the 
season with the efloris that 
have characterized their 
season thus far 
HAMPERED     BY     a 
rugged schedule, a few bad 
breaks and some outstand- 
ing opposition, the swim 
team's season has been 
rocky. 
Tomorrow's meet will be 
another  close   affair   that 
ma) be decided in the final 
relay event 
Oakland, which is located 
m Rochester, Mich has a I 
5 record 
Dak land has beaten Notre 
Dame, a team that defeated 
the Falcons, but they have 
lost to Loyola, one ol the 
Falcon victims 
TOP SWIMMERS for the 
Oakland squad are Paul 
Karas. a tough distance 
performer, Larry 
Christiansen, who swims the 
butterfly. Rod Mitchell, a 
good all-around swimmer, 
and Pat Nichols, a sprinter 
' It could be an interesting 
meet." BG coach Tom 
Stubbs remarked They're 
a good team, and it should 
be close." 
BG might have a slight 
edge, as Oakland has a meet 
today    with    Wayne    State 
University,    while    the 
Falcons have the extra day 
to prepare lor tomorrow's 
meet 
1 think we are capable ol 
beating    them,    but    then 
again, we're not taking them 
too lightly.   Stubbs said 
Tomorrow's meet will be 
the final appearance in the 
Natatorium land also in 
dual competiiioni for six 
senior team members Thej 
are sieve Breithaupt. Hick 
Carveth, Joe Klebowskl. 
Frank Murru. Skip Snable. 
and Bill Wiltenmyer 
Klebowskl and Wiitenimci 
are squad co-captains 
Skaters face St Louis 
in crucial CCHA series 
By Mark Glover 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The fate of the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion i CCHA l will be decided 
at the Falcon Ice Arena this 
weekend 
The St Louis Billikens (23- 
91 will be in town tonight and 
tomorrow for a pair of 7 30 
p m starters. The series 
will not only decide the final 
league standings but also the 
format for the CCHA play- 
offs March 8 and 10 in St. 
Louis. 
St Lou invades Falcon- 
land with an impressive 
three-game winning streak 
Victims in Ihe surge include 
Ohio State 16-5 and 8-41 and 
defending national cham- 
pions. Wisconsin 18-41 The 
latter accomplishment was 
on the Badger's home ice 
For the Falcon skaters 
M7-I6I. the series with the 
Billikens will determine 
their playoff opponent while 
attempting to boost their 
pride 
AS IT stands. BG will play 
the second-place team in the 
league playolfs Two wins or 
a split with the Billikens 
would give Lake Superior 
the title and give Ihe 
Falcons another shot at St 
Lou in the playoffs. 
If the Billikens take two 
contests from the Falcon 
crew. Lake Superior would 
be BG's opponent in the 
league tournament. 
As far as pride, the 
Falcons will be seeking to 
avenge two losses to the 
Billikens last December in 
St. Louis <5-4 and 4-3). 
Coach Ron Mason wants 
victories this weekend to 
provide a little "intimi- 
dation factor" when tour- 
nament time rolls around 
ST. LOUIS will have their 
own inspiration tonight as 
they try to clinch their 
second consecutive regular 
season CCHA crown They 
have some big guns to back 
this threat 
The biggest of the big 
shots is senior John Nestic 
The St Lou star has gar- 
nered 57 points this season 
to lead the team in scoring 
Nestic is fifth on the all-time 
national scoring list with 249 
career points 
Charles Labelle ranks as 
the other big scoring gun lor 
the Billikens totalling 52 
points Labelle was a one- 
man team against Wis- 
consin, scoring five goals 
The Falcon attack will be 
led by three lines 
Seniors Mike Bartley and 
Ron   Wise   will   team   with 
freshman Jack Lame while 
Bob Dobek will center for 
Doug Ross and Steve Ball 
John Stewart will center 
for Rich Nagai and Bruce 
Woodhouse while a fourth 
line of Greg Hatch. Rich 
Costello and Tom Esper will 
be in reserve 
SIX defensemen will suit 
for the CCHA showdown 
(Roger Archer. Duffy 
Smith. Bob Schlitts. Brian 
Celentano. Al Leitch and 
Kevin MacDonald i 
Starting in goal for the 
skating squad in the series 
will be freshmen Mike Liut 
and Al Sarachman 
The Falcons will play the 
role of spoiler this weekend 
as (ar as the CCHA race is 
concerned Another emo- 
tional (actor is that the 
games will be the last home 
encounters lor three seniors 
wishing to leave BG in a 
blaze o( glory i Bartley. Wise 
and Schlitts l 
• • • 
Fans are reminded to vote 
for "Falcon of the Week 
after Friday's game A 
special trophy presentation 
will be made by the Rink 
Rats between the second and 
third periods of Saturday's 
game to the player gar- 
nering the most votes for the 
year 
OU exchange 
A student ID ticket exchange is in effect tor next 
Saturday's Bowling Green-Ohio University basketball 
game at Anderson Arena The exchange will begin 
Monday at 9 am at the Memorial Hall ticket office 
Six hundred general admission tickets will go on 
sale Monday morning at $2 for adults and $1 (or 
students. 
Students with basketball ID cards are guaranteed a 
game ticket, providing they exchange by 5 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Any unclaimed tickets will be sold or exchanged on 
a (irst-come-drst served basis Wednesday morning 
Reserved seats (or the game are sold out 
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Individual, team marks at stake 
in MAC wrestling tourney here 
By Jerry Mairk 
Throw mil the dual meet 
records, its tournament 
time 
Both team and individual 
honors will be decided next 
weekend    when    nine    Mid- 
American    Conference 
i MAC i wrestling teams the 
largest held in history 
will converge on Howling 
Green for the MAC Wrest- 
ling Championships 
Three mats will be used 
for the two-day event at 
Anderson Arena Two 
rounds next Friday begin al 
1 and 7 p m with the finals 
and consolations in 10 weight 
classes set for next Saturday 
at 1 p.m. 
For the (irst time, the lop 
three finishers in each 
weight class will advance to 
the NCAA Tournament at 
Iowa State March 14-16 The 
previous rule allowed only 
two MAC grapplers to 
advance to the nationals 
Defending champion Ohio 
University, aiming lor their 
fifth straight league crown. 
faces a stiff test from 
Central Michigan, unde- 
feated in MAC duals   Ball 
State. 20th in the nation last 
year joins the MAC field of 
lit;. Toledo. Miami. Kent. 
Eastern Michigan and 
Western Michigan 
HOST BOWLING Green. 
last in the 1973 league meet, 
is eyeing a higher spot this 
year The Falcons have not 
won a team championship 
since 1966. and their last 
individual titlist was 190- 
pounder Joe Green in 1970 
Top   Falcons   are   Dave 
Wolfe, third last year at 190 
lbs., and a pair of fourth 
place finishers, senior 
Dennis 0 Neil at 158 lbs and 
junior Mike Metting at 167 
lbs 
Head coach Bruce Bellard 
has guided the grapplers to 
an 11-7 mark for their20th 
straight non-losing season 
Two individual champs 
are returning to defend their 
titles Western's Eoug Wyn. 
second in the nationals last 
year, is seeking his third 
straight   MAC  title    Voted 
' most valuable' in the MAC 
last season, he boasts a 
collegiate mark of 77-15 
Bobcat heavyweight Russ 
lianno also will defend his 
title 
Runner-ups back from last 
year are OU's Gus Malavite 
(134 lbs. i and Bob Cruzado 
1118 lbs. i. Toledo's John 
Zychowicz 1142 lbs. i and 
Mike Oldham 1190 lbs i and 
Central's Pat Quinlan 1126 
lbs >. John Hulling t150 lbs i 
John Mathews 1158 lbs i and 
Ed Hosev 1177 lbs I, 
Bowlers trail TU 
The Bowling Green intercollegiate bowling team is in 
second place in the Ohio Northern Division alter taking 5 'i 
points of a possible six in competition at Ohio Northern last 
weekend. 
The Falcons took two games and tied one against Akron 
Bob Kreimes led Bowling Green with a 607 series 1191. 224. 
1921 while Rick Parschen hit 583. Steve Winters had the high 
individual game of 226. 
In the second match, the BG bowlers swept three games 
from Cuyahoga Community College-West 
Winters led the Falcons with a high game of 223 and a 
series of 578. Joe Krnc hit 569 and Kreimes rolled 558. 
The bowlers are Idle tomorrow. Their next match is at 
Ohio State March 2. 
***AAMA*AAAM«MMVVVMVVIMVVVMW«V*MVW'M»**M%AAMM*Aft**AIVV*Vt«] 
ALL GREEK TEA 
At 
Dixie Electric Co. 
On Saturday, Feb. 23 
from 1-6 P.M. 
Proceeds Go To TKE Fire Fund 
— DANCE CONTESTS & PRIZES!! — 
********** MAA««*(«lM»««MWMWMv¥WWIS«MM¥WMMyiAMlM^MWMSWWMS¥^ 
Holiday Inn 
PROUDLY PRESENTS... 
THE FOUR LADS 
GOLDEN 60's 
ON FRIDAY, FEB. 22,1974 
2 Great Shows 10 p.m.-2 a.m. 
ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE '3.00 
